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低ランク部分空間クラスタリング：

- 変分ベイズ法による自動次元選択 [Babacan2012] 

- 変分ベイズ大域解法とその高速近似法を提案 [本研究] 

- 剛体のクラスタリングなどに応用される。
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低ランク部分空間クラスタリング：

[Babacan2012] 変分ベイズ法による自動次元選択
[本研究] 変分ベイズ大域解とその高速近似法を導出

低ランク部分空間クラスタリング：
3.5. Reference

Data from real sequences contain not only noise and out-
liers, but also some degree of perspective effects, which are
not accounted for by the affine model. Therefore, obtaining
a perfect segmentation is not always possible.

In order to verify the validity of the affine model on real
data, we will also compare the performance of affine algo-
rithms with an “oracle” algorithm (here called Reference).
This algorithm cannot be used in practice, because it re-
quires the ground truth segmentation as an input. The algo-
rithm uses least-squares to fit a subspace to the data points in
each group using the SVD. Then, the data are re-segmented
by assigning each point to its nearest subspace.

This Reference algorithm shows, with a perfect estima-
tion of the subspaces, if the data can be segmented using
the approximation of affine cameras and constitutes a good
term of comparison for all the other (practical) algorithms.

4. Benchmark
We collected a database of 50 video sequences of indoor

and outdoors scenes containing two or three motions. Each
video sequence X with three motions was split into three
motion sequences X g12, X g13 and X g23 containing the
points from groups one and two, one and three, and two
and three, respectively. This gave a total of 155 motion se-
quences: 120 with two motions and 35 with three motions.

Figure 1 shows a few sample images from the videos in
the database with feature points superimposed. The entire
database is available at http://www.vision.jhu.edu.
These sequences contain degenerate and non-degenerate
motions, independent and partially dependent motions, ar-
ticulated motions, nonrigid motions, etc. To summarize the
amount of motion present in all the sequences, we estimated
the rotation and translation between all pairs of consecutive
frames for each motion in each sequence. This information
was used to produce the histograms shown in Figure 2.

Based on the content of the video and the type of motion,
the sequences can be categorized into three main groups:
Checkerboard sequences: this group consists of 104 se-
quences of indoor scenes taken with a handheld camera un-
der controlled conditions. The checkerboard pattern on the
objects is used to assure a large number of tracked points.
Sequences 1R2RC–2T3RTCR contain three motions: two
objects (identified by the numbers 1 and 2, or 2 and 3) and
the camera itself (identified by the letter C). The type of mo-
tion of each object is indicated by a letter: R for rotation,
T for translation and RT for both rotation and translation.
If there is no letter after the C, this signifies that the cam-
era is fixed. For example, if a sequence is called 1R2TC
it means that the first object rotates, the second translates
and the camera is fixed. Sequence three-cars is taken from
[18] and contains three motions of two toy cars and a box
moving on a plane (the table) taken by a fixed camera.

(a) 1R2RCT B (b) 2T3RCRT

(c) cars3 (d) cars10

(e) people2 (f) kanatani3

Figure 1: Sample images from some sequences in the
database with tracked points superimposed.
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(b) Amount of translation " = "tf"/ max{depth}.

Figure 2: Histograms with the amount of rotation and trans-
lation between two consecutive frames for each motion.

Traffic sequences: this group consists of 38 sequences of
outdoor traffic scenes taken by a moving handheld camera.
Sequences carsX–truckX have vehicles moving on a street.
Sequences kanatani1 and kanatani2 are taken from [14] and
display a car moving in a parking lot. Most scenes contain
degenerate motions, particularly linear and planar motions.
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